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a framework was introduced for high-performance parallel computation to compose modular
algorithms where each module may be evaluated on up to one of the available cores. this framework is
efficiently realized in openmp on multiple lock-free data structures. we developed several variants of

this framework, one of which used lock-free arrays to parallelize the cell predecessor algorithm (cpol2).
cpol2 is well known to be complex to parallelize, but the lock-free variant was surprisingly simple. this
is because each thread “knows” about its “own” cell. in contrast, the lock-based version requires each
thread to periodically copy data back and forth between cells. our simulator suite demonstrated the
lock-free variant to perform up to 8.5 times faster. using the simulator suite, we demonstrate omp-
cpol2 for applications spanning graph operations to unit-vector multiplication. sudarsan guha are

among those who explore the power of lamport’s multi-version concurrency control, boost which is
highly used and tested in the c++ community. they have written several implementation of

boost.multiindex sudarsan guha was involved in the zero confusion computing (z3) project with its
main idea is to provide a modular, portable, trustworthy, and easy to use, program-analysis tool. z3 is a
multi-threaded program analysis framework, based on the ideas from the zeromq network protocol. z3

is available as a library but also easily fit in a compiler.
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